Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10008.20 "Choices" Episode 2
Note: This was a 2 Hour Special Mission 

Cast of Characters:
CO: Captain David Harison
XO: Cmdr. Bernie Wall
CSO/SO_Hakkinen: Lt. Jg.  Alexandra Gomes
CTO: Lt. Joseph Timrok 
OPS: Lt. Jg. Salvatore Corillo
FCO: Lt. Jg. Talac Zal 
CNS: Ensign Kezia Drift
CEO: Lt. Jg. Hunter Atrides 
MO Ensign Moria O’Questra: Linda  
CIV: Ensign Maor
SO_Hakkinen: Tim
Lt. Onion, Admiral Pazoski, Leviathan CO, Leviathan CSO, Leviathan FCO, Leviathan 
OPS, Unknown, Computer, All Neo-Maquis: Michael Jones

Host AGM_Selan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Gomes says:
@::stands near the dead Andorian, finishing the scan and saving the data. Taps her badge::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::On the Bridge at the CONN Station.  Checking Nav. Sensors for Vessels.::

OPS_Corillo says:
::On the bridge at the Ops console::

Host CO_David says:
::sitting in his chair in his RR, looking over some files::

CEO-Atrides says:
::In Engineering, finishing up the last of six Type V Rifles.::

XO_Wall says:
::on bridge standing by CTO position:: 

CIV_Maor says:
@::stand above the dead body and stares at him:: CSO: I don't get how they kidnapped the TO with us here.. ::Sigh::

MO_O`Questra says:
::standing next to the Counselor on the bridge::

CTO_Timrok says:
::continuing his scans of the Clearing:: 

CSO_Gomes says:
@::nods to CIV:: COMM:USS Leviathan: Do you have any information on the people who just beamed out of here?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
*CO*:  We have incoming Vessels!!

CTO_Timrok says:
CO_David: Sir we have life signs on Evermor - the location is that of a former Maquis colony

Host AGM_Selan says:
<U.S.S. Leviathan> # COM: Science Station: No. We only registered the transporter, we cannot register where it came from however.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
ALL:  I have several vessels approaching the Elara!

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: we should take him to the sickbay to get a autopsy on him ::opens his tricorder and begins scanning around the surface::

Host CO_David says:
::stands and enters the bridge, PADD in hand::

XO_Wall says:
CTO: what type of vessels?

OPS_Corillo says:
::runs a level 4 diagnostic on operational systems::

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks down at the science console and presses the indicator light that reads "look at me!"::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
XO:  We are now surrounded by 16 fighters.  There weapons are charged.

CTO_Timrok says:
XO_Wall: they are approaching from the badlands & from behind Evermor - Peregine vessels - 16 of them - they are surrounding us

CNS_Drift says:
::walks over to the science station::

Host CO_David says:
XO: Report.

CSO_Gomes says:
@COMM USS Leviathan: Acknowledged

CEO-Atrides says:
::Distributing the energy, the CEO then places the remodeled phaser rifle, which is now lighter and sort of resembles a sniper rifle from the past, and leans it against the wall. He then sets to work on watching shields, etc.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: What do you expect to find from this autopsy?

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: I just don't know how we will tell this to the captain ::looks at the space from the window::

CTO_Timrok says:
XO_Wall: they are have weapons powered

MO_O`Questra says:
CNS: sensor scans I think.. ::points at the console::

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: I don't know.. any information will be good..

XO_Wall says:
CTO: red alert

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Prepares for evasive maneuvers if called for.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: You don't have to remind me of that...I was the one who lost him  ::sighs::

OPS_Corillo says:
::brings ops systems to red alert status::

CTO_Timrok says:
:: goes to red alert  - targeting the vessel which most blocks there escape route::

XO_Wall says:
CO: we are surrounded by peregrine vessels 16 of them

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: not just you.. ::begins to think of some thing and sighs even more::

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: I know but there, I'll have him beamed to th Leviathan

CNS_Drift says:
MO: Yes, it is ::looks at the console::

XO_Wall says:
CO: they just came out of know where?

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: This team was my responsibility

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Weapons analysis of the incoming vessels?

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Now lets get back to those altered logs. What did you and Ensign Pazoski found out?

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: you can't blame your self, they took us by surprise..

CTO_Timrok says:
::scans weapon systems on Vessels:: CO: sir our sensors cant penetrate there shields

OPS_Corillo says:
XO: Sir Incoming hail. ::activates comm. to receive hail::

CNS_Drift says:
::walks to the CO:: CO: there are still ppl on the surface

Host CO_David says:
CNS: How many?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Sir.  We are fully surrounded.  We have no exit path.

Host Unknown says:
$ COM: U.S.S. Elara: U.S.S. Elara, we are the Neo-Maquis. Lower your shields and prepare to be boarded.

CIV_Maor says:
@::looks down:: CSO: the logs burned up, ma'am.. it seemed a security trigger was installed in them.. a kind i only seen in Andorians tech'..

MO_O`Questra says:
CNS: I better get back to sickbay.. ::looks at the Captain and nods::

CNS_Drift says:
CO: more than I could begin to count

Host CO_David says:
Self: Neo-Maquis?

XO_Wall says:
OPS: on speaker

CTO_Timrok says:
FCO: if this turns into a fight - i will concentrate our fire on one vessel & try to punch a hole

OPS_Corillo says:
XO: Aye. ::puts comm on speaker::

Host CO_David says:
COM: Maquis: Attention Maquis vessels.  I am Captain Harison.  We have no hostile intent in this sector.

Host Unknown says:
$ ::Repeats:: COM: U.S.S. Elara: U.S.S. Elara, we are the Neo-Maquis. Lower your shields and prepare to be boarded.

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: Call me if you need any help ~~~

OPS_Corillo says:
::looks at the XO and CO::

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV:I see. Did you find anything else that may lead to what happened here?

Host Unknown says:
$ COM: U.S.S. Elara: U.S.S. Elara, neither will we if you lower your shields and stand down your weapons.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CTO:  Sounds good,  but we can't even jump to warp.  we still have to get out of the badlands and they can out maneuver us in there.

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: will do ~~~ ::exits the bridge and heads for sickbay::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Can you get a figure on the life-forms on the planet?

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: no thing that might tell us where they left with the TO, I’m afraid..

Host Unknown says:
$ COM: U.S.S. Elara: We do not wish to take your vessel by force.

Host CO_David says:
COM: Maquis: I will disarm my weapons, but I will not surrender this ship.

OPS_Corillo says:
CO: Sir, I am detecting 20,000 life forms on the planet surface.

MO_O`Questra says:
::leans against the TL wall and shrugs::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Can you tell what race?

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: any ideas ma'am?

Host Unknown says:
$ COM: U.S.S. Elara: We will arrange a transport to take your crew to the nearest station. We will take your ship. Your crew are free to go, Captain. I suggest you listen to us.

XO_Wall says:
::walks over to OPS:: OPS: what type of life-forms?

CNS_Drift says:
CO: definitely Bajorans another race

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Is getting slightly worried about this.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Lets try something else then. Lets see if the ships sensors are still operating. They may have a record of what happened

OPS_Corillo says:
CO/XO: Humans, Andorians, Bajorans, and a few Bolian. No Borg.

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: we might be able to use the people on the surface as bargaining leverage

CSO_Gomes says:
@::goes over to a console and expects th CIV to follow::

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: let's head to the bridge?

OPS_Corillo says:
CO/XO: No D'vor either.

CIV_Maor says:
@::walks after the CSO looking at the computer console across the room::

Host Unknown says:
$ COM: U.S.S. Elara: We await your decision.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CTO:  Could we bluff and generate a fake warp core breach to make some room to get out of here?

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: You mean ops? Good idea

MO_O`Questra says:
::heads for sickbay but pauses at door and stands there a moment::

CIV_Maor says:
@::nods and waits for the CSO to start walking to the bridge::

Host CO_David says:
COM: Maquis: Unacceptable.  If this is your planet, we will be happy to leave peacefully.  Any attempt to board or fire upon this ship will be taken as an act of open and un-provoked aggression.

OPS_Corillo says:
::looks at the CO and XO wondering what we will do next::

CTO_Timrok says:
FCO: maybe too obvious

XO_Wall says:
CO: the Borg modifications, I think we have the advantage despite the 16 fighters

CSO_Gomes says:
@Onion: We will go over to ops and try to figure what happened. Beam the body to the leviathan, I would like an autopsy made, find anything you can

Host CO_David says:
XO: Yes I know, but I would prefer not to fight if at all possible.

CEO-Atrides says:
::is still in Engineering, after having a leave of absence on which he used the local facilities::

CIV_Maor says:
@::starts walking to the TL::

Host Unknown says:
<Lt. Onion> @ ::Nods to the CSO:: CSO: Will do. ::Has the body beamed over to the Leviathan with himself and his team::

OPS_Corillo says:
*CEO*: Request that secondary power reactors be brought online for emergency use.

CNS_Drift says:
::looks anxious on the bridge::

CSO_Gomes says:
@SO_Hakkinen: Scatter the teams through the station, try to find what happened, don't leave any group without a security person

CSO_Gomes says:
@<SO_Hakkinen> ::nods::

MO_O`Questra says:
::walks into the gym and finds it empty.. the red alert flashing every where::

CIV_Maor says:
@::waits for the CSO to enter the TL::

CEO-Atrides says:
::almost jumps out of his seat when called, having almost dozed off.:: *OPS*: Aye, bringing up now.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::follows the CIV into the TL:: Computer: Ops

Host Unknown says:
$ COM: U.S.S. Elara: So be it. You forced our hand.

OPS_Corillo says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged.

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: Almost immediately, the Peregine fighters start firing from all sides.

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: The ship shakes violently. They're not trying to damage the ship... but  take down the shields.

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: maintain those modifications we did, especially the shields and deflectors

Host CO_David says:
CTO: battle Stations.

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: odd, i just had a strange feeling..

CTO_Timrok says:
:: locks phasers on the lead ship & returns fire::

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers heading 210 mark 6.

OPS_Corillo says:
XO: Sir, secondary reactors are online. We can reinforce the shields.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Brings impulse engines online. Forces a hole through the fighters.::

CEO-Atrides says:
*XO: Aye sir.  ::brings up the extra power source for the OPS and maintains a watch over the systems.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: What sort of feeling?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.

MO_O`Questra says:
::looses balance and falls as the ship shakes.. falling head first into the Gym's pool::

Host CO_David says:
::sits down in the center chair::

Host CO_David says:
*CEO* Lieutenant, whatever you do keep our shields up.

CTO_Timrok says:
::fires torpedo's at lead ship::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: As the Elara comes about... it hits a Peregine Fighter which spins out of control, but remains intact...

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: I can't explain it.. I don't normally get it.. it might be no thing ::notices the TL arrival at OPS and exits the TL::

OPS_Corillo says:
::transfers additional power to the CTO's console:: CTO: You have additional power for the shields.

CNS_Drift says:
::Holds on to the console looking more worried::

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: sir our shields are being drained

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Continues evasive maneuvers.::

MO_O`Questra says:
::climbs out of the pool, soaked in her uniform and shrugs::

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Take us to the edge of the gravity well, near the plasma activity.

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: The back up Tactical console explodes... no one is harmed.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::exits the TL::CIV: Keep me posted on that

CEO-Atrides says:
::Brings up the shield monitoring power and maintains it, watching it and making sure the modifications works.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::maneuvers the Elara to the edge of the gravity well.::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: Weapons fire continues, the Peregines flying around and around the Elara as it moves around... continuously  firing.

XO_Wall says:
CO: these shield and defector modifications will be difficult for them to penetrate, we should be fine ...

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: if we could vent warp plasma & ignite it behind us with the phasers we might have more of an effect than with standard weapons

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Cover our maneuvers, aft quantum torpedoes.  Fire at will.

CNS_Drift says:
CO:  Can't we talk to them again

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::increases to full impulse and goes to manual flight control.::

Host CO_David says:
CTO: We would risk damage to the ship wouldn't we?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::increase internal dampeners.::  CO:  This is going to get bumpy!

CSO_Gomes says:
@::goes over to the science station. Finds out the condition of the sensor logs::

OPS_Corillo says:
::notices the FCO switch to manual flight control and smiles::

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: not if we are clear of the plasma sir

Host CO_David says:
CNS: Yes, I need you to scan thier minds.  I need more information.

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: shields at 50% & dropping

CSO_Gomes says:
@::looks for the moment just before the station was attacked::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Starts heading at full impulse towards the gravity wells.::

XO_Wall says:
OPS: increase power to the inertial dampers

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Begin venting plasma.

CIV_Maor says:
@::walks to the consoles and begins checking the situation::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Hail the Maquis.

OPS_Corillo says:
CTO: Do you need more power for the shields?

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: what should we scan for ma'am?

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Go to tactical, see if you can find those altered security logs here

MO_O`Questra says:
::walks into the hall.. dripping water on the floor as she goes and sighs.. starting to get chilled in her wet uniform::

OPS_Corillo says:
CO: Aye sir. ::opens a channel to the Maquis::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: As the Elara begins to penetrate the gravity well... Peregine fire catches wind of the plasma tendrils, which suddenly lash out into the immediate area... three Peregine fighters are engulfed in an explosion... the resulting explosion is magnified by the gravity well... sending the Elara hurling back.

OPS_Corillo says:
COM: Maquis: This is the USS Elara. Respond.

CTO_Timrok says:
:: begins venting plasma behind the Elara:: FCO plot a course to lead them into the plasma  OPS: give me everything you have

OPS_Corillo says:
XO: Aye sir. ::increases power to the IDF::

Host CO_David says:
::grabs onto his chair:: CTO: Report!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Holds onto his station.::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: Everyone finds themselves falling out of their seats or standing positions as the ship flips over and over and over and -- well, you would swear that Corillo was driving again?

CIV_Maor says:
@::checks the records for what he played before for any playing history::

XO_Wall says:
::is thrown against the wall, grasping the best he can on the wall::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Gets up from the floor and tries to regain control of the Elara.::

CTO_Timrok says:
:: fires quantum torpedoes in every direction as he clings to the console::

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: Got it, it's still a mess but i recovered 80% of the log.. i will try to clear it up..

Host CO_David says:
::thrown from his chair to the floor, then struggles back up::

OPS_Corillo says:
::grabs his console as he falls::

MO_O`Questra says:
::gets slammed into the wall leaving a big wet mark from her uniform still full of pool water before hitting the floor::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: Over and over and over and over and over...

CEO-Atrides says:
::Falls from his seat, but his weapons are safely fastened. Mutters some curses and maintains a watch on shields, hoping they won't fail.::

CNS_Drift says:
:::Stumbles, catching hold of the console pulls herself up:: CO: they are nervous about our presence here and see us as a threat

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Fires forward thrusters.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Do that...records here don't day much...just that there were cloaked vessels

OPS_Corillo says:
FCO: Use your seat-belt. That's why I had it installed.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::frantically tries to regain control of the Elara.::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: The ship starts falling... and on the viewscreen, they see the surface of Evermor quickly approaching... they're in free fall.

XO_Wall says:
CTO: ::yells:: how are they defeating these shields and deflectors?

CEO-Atrides says:
::Flips a switch and his seat expands and he sits down, strapping on seat belts and other straps. Locks all weapons down and hopes they won't have any more trouble.::

OPS_Corillo says:
::looks at the viewscreen eyes wide with surprise::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::goes over to help the CIV::

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Report!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::tries to pull the Elara out of the Plants atmosphere.::

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: there weapons are Borg like - they are trying to drain our shields to board us

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Trying to regain control of the ship sir.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  She's not responding.

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: cloaked? ::begins to wonder:: then why can't we flood the area with Tachyon particles and track them to there location? with any luck we could track them down..

XO_Wall says:
CTO: oh great

Host Unknown says:
SOUND: The sound of shields being burnt away by the free fall fills the speakers.

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: if they are still here. Good idea

Host CO_David says:
*CEO* I need maneuvering thrusters!

XO_Wall says:
::continues to grasp and hold on::

OPS_Corillo says:
::shuts off the speakers::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Continues to fight with the Elara's controls.::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Grits his teeth and locks down all systems in Engineering. He begins to tap wildly, adding power to the thrusters.:: *CO*: Trying sir!

CTO_Timrok says:
CO/XO: the Foreward shields are struggling

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Re-route emergency power to the SIF and IDF.

CTO_Timrok says:
FCO: try to bounce us off of the planets atmosphere

OPS_Corillo says:
CO: Aye

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::increases maneuvering thrusters to front.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::informs the Leviathan and all other federation ships in the are that they will be releasing a tachyon beam::

OPS_Corillo says:
::reroutes emergency power to the SIF and IDF::

CEO-Atrides says:
::curses wildly and slams his fist on the keyboard.:: CO: Sir, thrusters are down. I repeat… thrusters and impulse are gone.

OPS_Corillo says:
*CEO*: Give me all the power you can spare for shields and SIF and IDF!

MO_O`Questra says:
::stays on the floor and covers her head:: self: we are gonna die!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  We have lost all impulse and maneuvering thrusters.::

Host CO_David says:
*CEO* That's not what I want to hear Mr. Atrides.  Get them back up.

OPS_Corillo says:
self: Oh sh..!

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: The ship continues to shake as they close in on the surface...

XO_Wall says:
CTO: what about the Breen shield modifications from the Dominion War, try that!

CEO-Atrides says:
::curses again and continues to tap wildly, adding more power to the systems.:: *OPS* Trying as fast as I can… damn systems… work! ::receives the CO's message.:: *CO*: Sir, trying..

CSO_Gomes says:
@::but before trying the beam, she runs a sweep of the system for any ion trails::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: If we decompressed the shuttle bay, would it knock us away?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
:: engages warp drive maximum warp.::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: In one of the most dangerous maneuvers around, the Elara jumps to warp past the planet's atmosphere, flying upward at maximum warp.

OPS_Corillo says:
CO: Not sure. Running a quick simulation now sir.

OPS_Corillo says:
::runs a sim to test the theory::

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: would that absorb the impact of a planet sir?

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: All the lights explode on the bridge, the panels merely wink out.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Prepares for emergency stop once out of the planets gravity field.::

CEO-Atrides says:
::grabs the console as he feels the speed and closes his eyes tightly.::

MO_O`Questra says:
::screams::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: The crew are hurled toward the back areas of the ship... on the bridge, they're hurled at Timrok and the TAC station.

CTO_Timrok says:
::ducks::

OPS_Corillo says:
::flies backward:: Aaaaarrrrggghhhh!!

XO_Wall says:
::aaahhhh::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: And then everything stops... with the lights out... all is dark. The consoles wink back to life... creating an eerie glow around the darkened bridge.

Host CO_David says:
::thrown over the TAC console to the floor::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::holds onto the Helm station.::

CNS_Drift says:
::Flies backwards landing on the deck:: Ouch

MO_O`Questra says:
::claws at the floor as she is drug down the hall on her stomach:

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: We will try your idea soon. did you find anything else on those logs?

OPS_Corillo says:
::slowly gets to his feet::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: Minor injuries... not serious.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Looks around for a moment to see if he's still alive.::

Host CO_David says:
::goes to his knees then back to his feet:: All: is everyone all right?

CTO_Timrok says:
::picks himself up - pushing off the bridge crew & checks shields weapons & sensor status::

MO_O`Questra says:
::opens one eye at a time and looks around::

XO_Wall says:
::slowly gets up holding his shoulder, looks around::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.  I think I'm alive.

OPS_Corillo says:
::walks back to the ops console, picks up his chair and sits down::

CNS_Drift says:
::pulls herself up:: CO: aye sir

CEO-Atrides says:
::Breathing heavily, he opens his eyes to find that Engineering is fine… except for an annoying beeping noise. Shaking his head from dizziness, he brings up a screen..:: Self: Ah...%$#@!

OPS_Corillo says:
CO: I'm okay sir.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Possibly a little wet sir.  ::Smiles.::

CEO-Atrides says:
::cursing, he contacts the CO: *CO* We got some problems down here sir. The Warp Core… she is going critical!

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Damage report.

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: are you alright?~~~

XO_Wall says:
CO: my shoulder, but ok for now

OPS_Corillo says:
::checks his console and runs a level 4 diagnostic::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Starts checking the CONN Station and engine status.::

MO_O`Questra says:
::shrugs and stands up.. walking a bit off back toward sickbay and realizes her uniform was ripped on the floor.. her commbadge is 3 feet in front of her stuck in the carpet::

CIV_Maor says:
@::suddenly from out of no where the log disappears::

Host CO_David says:
*CEO* Stand-by to eject the core.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Checking now sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: So, we have a five minute gap that represents th most important part...and no ion trails in the system

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: sir  shields are no longer functioning

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: I'm wet, my uniform is torn and I'm .. fine thanks ~~~

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Any casualties?

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: can you stop it?

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: we have no luck today ::sigh:: now what?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  We have nothing right now.  Thrusters and impulse are offline, but can be repaired.  Warp core is gone.

CEO-Atrides says:
::tapping his key board, he forms diagnostic after diagnostic on the Engine Systems. Hearing the CO, he nods. Looking at the vibrant warp core, he only sadly shakes his head.:: Self: It's been good.. ::his hands move towards the eject button.:: *XO* Were gonna have to eject it… Captain’s orders..

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: none serious sir  - a few burns bumps & bruises

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: let's find out what going on the Andorian?

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Your idea of flooding the area still seems the best one. I have informed the ships that we were going to do it...

Host CO_David says:
*CEO* Can you save the core?

CEO-Atrides says:
*CO/XO*: It's overloaded… the FCO pulled a little tricks with her and she couldn't handle it.

Host CO_David says:
*CEO* Dump it.

CTO_Timrok says:
:: scans surrounding space trying to figure out where we are & what happened to our attackers::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::taps her badge:: *Onion* : Did you find anything new on the Andorian?

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Get us clear of the blast.  I don't care what you do, get out and push for all I care.

MO_O`Questra says:
::enters sickbay and changes her uniform into a one piece and a long lab coat.. sighs and gets a report from the attending staff::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Sir thrusters and impulse are off line.

Host Unknown says:
<Lt. Onion> # COM: Gomes: He was a normal Andorian. There is definitely Borg technology built into this armor, we had a "fun" time cutting through it.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Tries to reroute impulse power.::

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: if we eject the core will we make it to a safe distance?

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: it wasn’t our FCO we were thrown by something?

CEO-Atrides says:
*CO*: Aye sir...:: Pressing the button, the systems begin to eject the core. The brilliant core is now a dull piece of junk as it moves from Engineering, a mockery of the genius it once was. Hunter only shakes his head, knowing it will be a pain to now install one.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@*Onion* I imagine...thank you

CIV_Maor says:
@self: fun? ::grin::

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Well if we don't it wont much matter anyway.

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: The warp core flies away from the Elara... and moments later, explodes. The Elara briefly shudders... but nothing else.

CNS_Drift says:
Self: I always dreaded the day we would have to do that

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Well, I didn't expect to find anything from that...

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::tries to bring impulse engines online.::

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: this is not a good day.. i have no idea what to do next unless you want to start with my idea now?

Host CO_David says:
::sighs in relief::

CEO-Atrides says:
*XO*: When he pulled the stunt of warping in the atmosphere, she was overloaded by the power. Couldn't handle the speed factor...::a tear fades from his eye as he watches the explosion, seeing it from a viewing window.::

MO_O`Questra says:
:notices the shaking of the ship and pauses:: ~~~CNS: what happened?! ~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Yes, seems the best one right now...the only one

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Your idea, you do it

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: The warp core has been ejected ~~~

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: give the mark, ma'am..

MO_O`Questra says:
::drops her padd and just stands there:: self: oh that’s just great

Host CO_David says:
OPS: What systems are left online?

CEO-Atrides says:
::getting back to work, he brings up more information on the systems. Seeing the FCO try to regain the systems, he only shakes his head.:: *FCO* Sir, estimated repair of the impulse engines is five hours… thrusters eight hours… were gonna be here for awhile.

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV:I have informed the ships so...whenever you are ready

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: I’m picking up another vessel

OPS_Corillo says:
CO: Checking.

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: its the Borg sphere sir

OPS_Corillo says:
::runs a check on all Ship systems::

Host CO_David says:
Self: Oh no.

CIV_Maor says:
@::presses the button and waits::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Full scan.

CIV_Maor says:
@::notices information coming from around the station::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: Suddenly... Seventeen armored men, just like those on the Science Station, beam onto the  bridge, aiming weapons at the bridge crew's heads. In Engineering, ten armored men appear, holding weapons, prepared to attack. Five appear in the Main Computer Core.

CTO_Timrok says:
::scans the sphere::

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: no thing yet..

Host Unknown says:
::Aims at the CO's head:: Don't move!

OPS_Corillo says:
CO: Life support, primary and secondary sensors, and ..... Wha....?!?!

Host Unknown says:
<16 Unknowns> ::Aim at the others::

XO_Wall says:
::what the?::

MO_O`Questra says:
::senses panic from different places ont he ship and wants to cry::

CTO_Timrok says:
:: looks at the intruders tentatively::

Host Unknown says:
ALL: Drop your phasers and give them to us immediately!

CEO-Atrides says:
::Sets systems to repair the thrusters, and begins to develop power. Whirling around, he grabs one of his grenades, his hand on the trigger.:: Unknown: Drop the guns guys… or we all go boom!

Host CO_David says:
::frowns:: All: Do as they say.

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Patient is a virtue Mr. Maor...we will wait

Host Unknown says:
<10 Unknowns in Eng.> ::Aim at the CEO:: Hand us the grenade, now!

CNS_Drift says:
::Drops her weapon::

Host CO_David says:
Computer: Begin Core lockdown, authorization Harison 21Alpha

CTO_Timrok says:
:: hides his phaser in a cubby hole on the TAC console::

OPS_Corillo says:
::activates the main computer system encryption routine::

Host Unknown says:
<5 Unknowns on Bridge> ::Waltz over and grab the phasers::

CEO-Atrides says:
Unknown:: Or what ? You shoot me, the grenade goes off. :: His other guns, the new developed ones, are locked up from sight.::

Host Unknown says:
::Mumbles a curse:: CO: Fine, be that way. Hands behind your backs, now!!!

MO_O`Questra says:
::races to the wall and grabs a medical kit.. pulls her coat closed and ties the belt.. hiding a type I phaser in her coat and grabbing a type II.. peeks out of sickbay:: ~~~CNS": i don't know what’s going on.. but it feels bad! ~~~

Host Unknown says:
<5 Other Unknowns on Bridge> ::Walk around the bridge, slapping handcuffs on the CO, OPS, CTO, CNS, and FCO::

XO_Wall says:
::attempts to slip into the obs. lounge::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: we have been boarded ~~~

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: The XO gets away.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Is now standing wearing handcuff.::  Self: This has been a long day.

CEO-Atrides says:
~~~~MO: We got problems down here… how is it going there? ~~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
@::sits on one of the chairs nearby and looks at the floor, imagining how she is going to explain to the captain that she lost the TO. Looks up at sensors... waiting...::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: In Engineering, Three Unknowns aim at the CEO, while more  Unknowns beam in and start arresting other Engineers.

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: I was afraid of that.. I can feel panic downwards too ~~~ ::races down the hall::

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: no thing again.. I’m expanding the search to a wider range..

CSO_Gomes says:
@::nods to the CIV::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: The handcuffed officers on the bridge are beamed off the ship, and find themselves in a newly built brig on the Borg Sphere.

XO_Wall says:
::enters into the obs lounge::

Host CO_David says:
Maquis Leader: What is you aim in all this.  The codes locking down the computer are virtually impenetrable.

CEO-Atrides says:
::Carefully gets up from his chair, feinting he is giving up. As he does, he hits a switch. Instantly, a hole underneath him opens up and he disappears into darkness...::

CTO_Timrok says:
%:: looks around the brig on the sphere::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Looks around the brig.::

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO, I just had an idea.. why not we take a runabout and continue the search in a better way..

OPS_Corillo says:
%::tries to break the cuffs holding him::

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: They cannot break the cuffs.

CNS_Drift says:
%::Looks around, wishing it had never come to this::

MO_O`Questra says:
::goes to the JT and sighs:: self: I hate this.. what am I gonna do!

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV:I thought about that but it is very risky, this is dangerous space. I can't risk more crew

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: Dozens of Neo-Maquis are beaming up from the colony, they are not armored like those who arrested the bridge crew, but hold disruptors and start arresting other Elara crew.

Host Unknown says:
ACTION: The CEO with his handy shooty thing, the MO in the JT, and the XO  manage to elude Neo-Maquis forces.

MO_O`Questra says:
::hides inside the JT's and keeps thinking.. ::

Host CO_David says:
%All: All right, who's here?

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: yes, but I don't see any other ways.. by the way.. where is the elara? they were gone for a long time now..

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  I'm here sir.

XO_Wall says:
::grabs his phasers and opens a access panels near the floor and climb in and grabs the panels and close it back behind him::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Waltzes into the brig area of the sphere, no long wearing his Starfleet uniform::

CNS_Drift says:
%CO: I am here

XO_Wall says:
::crawling::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Sigh:: The crew of the U.S.S. Elara. What are the chances.

OPS_Corillo says:
%CO: Corillo here sir.

CTO_Timrok says:
%:: backs toward the force field & pushes his cuffs into it - taking care not to let his hands touch it::

MO_O`Questra says:
::stops long enough to strap her med. kit to her back and pull the padd out.. pulls up a map to the JT's and starts looks around::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Is surprised to see Admiral Pazoski here.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::gets up from the chair:: CIV: The Elara is in the bad lands, away from transporter range or communications

CEO-Atrides says:
::In the darkness of his hidden rooms, he walks to a wall. Tapping some commands. Instantly, his private armory opens up. He grins.::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Since the handcuffs are metal... they transfer the shock of the force-field into the poor CTO.

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: when did they say they were heading back?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% CO: Captain Harison I presume?

CTO_Timrok says:
::gets a frightful shock!::

MO_O`Questra says:
::hears some one close and hides.. pulling he phaser and setting it on heavy stun::

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: They didn't

Host CO_David says:
%::his eyes nearly bug out of his head:: Admiral: Admiral Pazoski I assume?

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: still..

CEO-Atrides says:
::Bending low as he sets his Type V Pulse Sniper, he contacts the MO and CNS via telepathy.:: ~~~~MO/CNS: What is going on ?~~~~

CNS_Drift says:
%::Watches the Admiral with distaste::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Chuckles:: CO: I'm glad that you have heard of me. I've heard quite a bit about you from an associate of mine...

XO_Wall says:
Computer: give lifesigns numbers and locations throughout the ship?

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CEO: I don't know! the CNS said we were boarded.. and I'm hiding at the moment ~~~

CTO_Timrok says:
% ADM: hmm I wonder who that could be

CEO-Atrides says:
~~~MO: Me too… underneath Main Engineering… ~~~

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Goes and sits on the floor.  Tries to slip his legs through the cuffs so his hands are not behind his back.::

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: All right, I'll take your suggestion. Go to where the runabouts are, check their condition, specially shield, weapons and sensors

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CEO: under?! ~~~

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Computer> Approximately 1,183 life forms on the Elara currently.

OPS_Corillo says:
%::walks nonchalantly next to the CO and Admiral::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: We are on the Borg sphere ~~~

Host CO_David says:
%::gets a look of absolute hate on his face:: Adm.: May I presume your son is here as well?  Tell me, did you have to knock him out to get him to visit his old dad?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Computer> XO: Life forms are located on all decks.

CEO-Atrides says:
::shouldering one of his developed weapons, he gets another one and sets it as well.:: ~~~MO: Yeah… a little engineering secret ~~~

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: Aye ma'am ::leaves OPS to where the runabouts are::

XO_Wall says:
Computer: how many intruders?

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: you guys ok? ~~~ ::the nose passes and heads off down toward ME::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Chuckles:: CO: He wouldn't come otherwise. He understands now. He's with me of course. Took me a while to get him to join us of course.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Computer> 237 unidentified individuals onboard, currently.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% CO: You're the surprise. I was expecting the U.S.S. Soyana. We had her ship's command codes... we didn't have yours, so, we had to do this the hard way.

Host CO_David says:
%Adm.: And I take it that murdering 12 people and attacking a Federation starship was all done for your....."cause"?

CSO_Gomes says:
@*SO_Hakkinen* Take 2 security men and standby to come with them and us on a runabout

CIV_Maor says:
@::enters one of the runabouts and begins checking the system::

MO_O`Questra says:
::pops into the hall and presses the intruder alert button on the wall console to alert the other crew to what’s going on. jumps back into the Jt and heads down toward ME again::

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: The Soyana had some trouble getting here.  I felt that I should fill in.

CEO-Atrides says:
::Grabs two Type VI Hand Pulsators and sets them to his hip. Wrapping a belt around them, so they hook to it, he throws on some gear. He is now wearing a thick black combat suit, made for agility and defense. He sets on a dark helmet, giving him infrared-vision  capabilities and such.::

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: This really does you no good.  The Elara is locked down and totally useless.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Narrows his eyes:: CO: The original Maquis were banded together because their homes were taken by the Cardassians. Filthy... brutal... people. Now... after they've shown their true faces... we grant them peace again... instead of annihilating them.

CIV_Maor says:
@*CSO*: Ok, the runabouts seem to be working ok.. we should be ready to leave now.

CSO_Gomes says:
@<SO_Hakkinen>*CSO* Yes ma'am

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% CO: While most of my men and women are Federation civilians and Bajoran nationals and the like... we do have a few Starfleet engineers... it'll take time, but we'll find a way through it

OPS_Corillo says:
%::Watches the Admiral::

XO_Wall says:
::he climbs down the JT ladder toward deck 2::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Hearing the intruder alert sound, he shuts down Engineering abilities. He then begins to crawl among his hidden corridors, always ready for a fight. Strapped to his chest are smoke grenades, allowing him to confuse the enemy hopefully.::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Intruder alert goes off all over the Elara. But the remaining personnel of the Elara are at weapons-point, so they can't do anything about it.

CNS_Drift says:
%::watches the conversation trying to find out what the Admiral is thinking::

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: So abducting and killing Federation members solves problems?  And what you prefer we do?  Go on a wild killing spree, slaughtering every Cardassian we find?  Do you recall Earth's Second World War?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%Admiral: Find another warp core. ::Smirks at the Admiral.::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% CO: The Cardassians are the enemy! They murdered thousands of Bajorans! They betrayed us, the Alpha Quadrant, to the Dominion!!!

MO_O`Questra says:
::hopes that got the intruders off kilter a bit::

CTO_Timrok says:
%::remembering the sorry condition they left the Elara in::

CSO_Gomes says:
@*CIV* Yes, Mr. Maor, I am on my way

Host CO_David says:
% Adm: And you would wish to slaughter them all?  You, and your bands are nothing but spineless traitors to the Federations cause of peace.

SO_Hakkinen says:
@::gets out of one of the science labs and sees the security guards walking down the corridor::  SG1,2: You two....follow me, we have some work to do..

SO_Hakkinen says:
@<SG1,2> SO: Aye Sir..

XO_Wall says:
::continues to down the various JT deck by deck  to reach the battle bridge::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Shakes his head:: CO: I don't have to listen to this. Your crew was nearly killed by Cardassians. If you cannot see what I'm talking about... then you can stay here until you die. My son understands. ::Turns and leaves::

CSO_Gomes says:
@::enters TL:: *SO* Meet me and the CIV on the runabouts bay. Take the 2 security men with you

CEO-Atrides says:
::coming to one of his consoles underneath the ship, he types some commands. The computer loads up a map of the ship. Blue dots represent the enemy. Red represent his crew. Smiling, he sees that the MO, and the XO are still here.::

OPS_Corillo says:
%::steps forward quickly and head butts the admiral:: eeeyaaa!!

Host CO_David says:
% Adm:  Perhaps you would like to live back in the dark ages, where murder and death solved everything.  Tell me Admiral, would you have the blood of a race on your hands?

MO_O`Questra says:
::hears a panel open behind her and stops looking the direction of the sound.. decides it might be a bad guy and easy prey, heads after him::

SO_Hakkinen says:
@*CSO*: Aye Ma'am, we'll be there in sec..

XO_Wall says:
::climbs out of the access panel onto the battle bridge::

CEO-Atrides says:
*XO*<whisper>: Sir, you’re still here?

CSO_Gomes says:
@::exits the TL:: CIV: Everything ready?

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: Aye.. we should be ready to live when you are ready..

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: yes I manage to slip away during the bridge boarding

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: While OPS is knocked out from head-butting a force-field... the XO finds  himself greeted by three Neo-Maquis, non armored ones, who turns around and aim.

SO_Hakkinen says:
@::enters the with the two security guards:: TL: Shuttle Bay

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<3 Neo-Maquis> XO: Hey, hold it right there! ::Aim their disruptors::

MO_O`Questra says:
::pokes her head out of the access panel after the XO and the bad guys.. garbs her phaser and fire at the bad guys:: XO: down sir!

CSO_Gomes says:
@CIV: Good, and the rest are here with us. All: Lets go  ::enters one of the runabouts::

CEO-Atrides says:
*XO*: Me too. The MO is on the ship as well. I have some weapons with me, and have um… a set of weapons located in every room..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: One of the Neo-Maquis is stunned by the phaser fire from the MO, the other two duck and run for cover.

Host CO_David says:
%::frowns and turns to the crew:: All: There has got to be a way out of here.

SO_Hakkinen says:
@::exits the TL and enters the shuttlebay...looking for the CSO and CIV::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  We need to get these cuffs off first.

XO_Wall says:
::grabs his phaser and fires at the other two::

MO_O`Questra says:
::climbs all the way out and hides behind a wall:: XO: I need a vacation sir!

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Disruptor fire catches the MO in the shoulder, as they continue to fire at her and the XO.

SO_Hakkinen says:
@::sees the CSO and CIV enter a runabout and runs to it, looking behind him:: SG1,2: Come on guys...run!!!

XO_Wall says:
MO: well if we get out of this, you might be granted!

CEO-Atrides says:
::continues along his path of espionage. Stopping at a small cubby, he unloads some more guns. Soon he is dragging three more Type V Rifles with him.::

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: why not we take the Leviathan? ::starts to giggle::

MO_O`Questra says:
::presses against the wall and cringes at the injury trying not to scream.. returns fire at the bad guys and strikes one in the chest::

Host CO_David says:
% FCO: Agreed.

XO_Wall says:
::duck behind a console and returns fire::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The Combat Monk-- er, the CEO finds he's getting really tired and slow from carrying all these weapons.

OPS_Corillo says:
%::groggily comes to::

CNS_Drift says:
%FCO: But how can we get the cuffs off?

CTO_Timrok says:
%::turns his back on the others:: ALL: check my cuffs - did the force field damage them at all?

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: I'll have to hold our conversation for now, I’m busy

Host CO_David says:
% All: Wait I have an idea....

SO_Hakkinen says:
@::enters the runabout with the two security guard:: CSO/CIV: Ready to...

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Stands in pain.:: CO:  I was able to at least get my hands to the front, but I think I dislocated my shoulder.

Host CO_David says:
%::shouts to the guard:: Guard!!  Hey Guard!!

CEO-Atrides says:
::Reaching into his suit, the CEO takes out a red and silver can marked "Coca-Cola". Flipping it open, he drinks it down, smiles at some unknown camera, and carefully puts the can down. He is now at prime strength again.::

CIV_Maor says:
@SO: change in plans, we are taking the Leviathan instead ::grins even more::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The weapons fight with the MO and XO and the two non-armored Neo-Maquis continues.

Host CO_David says:
%Guard: Hey Guard!  Come here!!!

CIV_Maor says:
@::exits the runabout and heads to the air lock where the Leviathan is docked::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: There is no  guard in the brig area.

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO/SO: are you coming?

OPS_Corillo says:
%::stands up shaking his head::

SO_Hakkinen says:
@CIV: Off course...  ::gets out of the runabout again::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Filled from his drink, the CEO quickly climbs through his little corridors. Hearing weapon fire, he takes one of his rifles and army crawls to a panel. Sliding it open, he spots the enemy and fires two shots… both at the heads of the Maquis.::

XO_Wall says:
Computer: ::yells while firing:: transfer all main bridge functions to the battle bridge without notifying main bridge, authorization Wall 154TAlpha

CTO_Timrok says:
% ::looks at Corillo:: OPS: are you ok?

Host CO_David says:
%::mutters::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Both Neo-Maquis are killed by the head shots from the quite sadistic CEO.

MO_O`Questra says:
::keeps firing and holds shoulder .. aim getting worse from he pain::

OPS_Corillo says:
%CTO: Yeah. I'm okay. ::looks at the CTO sheepishly::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Kicking the rest of the panel open, three chrome Type V Rifles fall out, along with a couple of grenades and the CEO::

Host CO_David says:
%FCO: Hit my commbadge for me.

CTO_Timrok says:
% ::grins:: OPS: nice move

OPS_Corillo says:
%::gets to the floor and pulls his hands over his legs to bring his hands in front::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Hits the CO's COMM badge.::

XO_Wall says:
::looks over at the MO:: you all right?

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: sore.. but I'm ok..

CIV_Maor says:
@SO: back in the runabout.. ::sighs::

Host CO_David says:
%*Adm. Pazoski* Harison to Pazoski.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Feels the sharp pain in his shoulder while doing it.::


OPS_Corillo says:
%::stands up::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% *CO* Wow... it must of hurt to try and reach your comm-badge... what do you want Captain? Something to eat? ::Chuckle::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Dressed in a sleek black combat suit, loaded with a phaser rifle on his back, a belt full of grenades, two phasers at his hips, and smoke grenades strapped to his chest, he is a mighty crazy CEO.:: XO: Sir, Lt. JG Hunter Atrides reporting for duty.

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: No, I wish to join you.  If it will save my crew, I will join you.

XO_Wall says:
CEO: good work

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% *CO* I'll consider it, Captain...

CSO_Gomes says:
@COM USS Leviathan: We would like to make complete scans of the system to find the trails of the cloaked ships that attacked the station. Can you do this now?

OPS_Corillo says:
%::looks at the CO with eyes popping out of his head::

MO_O`Questra says:
::takes her med. kit off her back slowly and removes her lab coat:: self: ugh.. ok.. real sore

CNS_Drift says:
%Self: well at least he responded

SO_Hakkinen says:
@::gets back into the runabout again::

XO_Wall says:
::stands up from behind the console, facing the CEO::

XO_Wall says:
CEO: status?

Host CO_David says:
%*Adm* Thank you Admiral.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<U.S.S. Leviathan> # COM: Science Station: We can try.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO: I can help speed the process of you joining the Maquis. ::Smiles slightly.::

CIV_Maor says:
@CSO: once and for all, please.. now what?

MO_O`Questra says:
::takes out her med. kit and scan her shoulder.. mumbling about her stupid distraction and how it was stupid:

Host CO_David says:
%::hears something in the background of the Admirals transmission::  All: An Arkonnian?

CNS_Drift says:
%FCO: what do you mean?

CEO-Atrides says:
::Takes off his black helmet and shakes his head free of sweat.:: XO: Engineering is completely taken over. I took one of my… shoots to my some corridors. Loading with weapons and grenades, I continued. Whole ship is taken over.

CSO_Gomes says:
@COMM: Leviathan: We would like to be there, please beam me, and the 4 officers with me to your bridge

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  He might believe you if the rest of us hated your decision and wanted you slightly dead.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<U.S.S. Leviathan> # COM: Science Station: Understood. ::the CSO, CIV, and others are beamed over to the Leviathan's bridge::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  We could consider you a traitor and take matters into our own hands.

CSO_Gomes says:
@::checks to see that her tricorder recorded all info taken from the station. Looks up to see the Leviathan bridge::

MO_O`Questra says:
::unzips her top and pulls the sleeve off.. don't worry I got a no-sleeve blue shirt on under it.. and looks at her red and bruised shoulder and growls::

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::materializes on the Leviathan's bridge::

OPS_Corillo says:
%::looks around the cell for a way out::

CNS_Drift says:
%FCO: That should be a last resort

Host CO_David says:
%FCO: Good idea.  Hit my commbadge again then start feigning strangling me.

SO_Hakkinen says:
#CSO: What would you suggest we do next Ma'am...?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  Aye sir.  And I'm sorry.  ::Taps the CO's Comm badge.::

CIV_Maor says:
#::appears on the Leviathan bridge and notices Lt. onion::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Lt. Onion> # ::Stands at the Tac. station::

CNS_Drift says:
%::Does not like what is about to happen::

MO_O`Questra says:
::begins to fix her arm and looks up at the CEO and XO with annoyance::

CSO_Gomes says:
#:goes to the CSO:: Leviathan_CSO: We have flooded the system with tachyon particles but haven't found out anything on those cloaked ships. Can you continue those scans please?

Host CO_David says:
%::begins coughing and sputtering:: *ADM* Admiral!! ::cough:: Help!!!  My crew....::between breaths:: is...trying... to.....

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  You worthless traitor.  How dare you call yourself a Starfleet Officer.  ::Punches the CO with this two cuffed hands.::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% *CO* Trying to what, Captain? I can't quite hear you.

XO_Wall says:
::looks around the battle bridge, all the stations and panels are dark and inactive::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%All::  I'm taking command of this groups.   ::Hits the CO again.::

Host CO_David says:
%::motions for the crew in the cell to begin making a ruckus:: *ADM* Help!!!

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: is everyone ok? we are safe for the moment.. a few left ~~~

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::turns to the security guards:: SG1,2: look around or something, but don't touch anything...  ::grins::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Leviathan CSO> # ::Looks at her scans, then over at the CO of the Leviathan and the CSO:: ALL: I'm detecting a tachyon trail heading for the Badlands.

OPS_Corillo says:
%::starts stomping feet and yelling::

CIV_Maor says:
#::grins at the SO comment::

XO_Wall says:
All: the captain must have already locked out the computer and encrypted it, im am only guessing

CNS_Drift says:
%::Shouts:: CO: You traitor how could you even consider joining the Admiral

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The FCO goes a bit overboard on the acting and gives the CO a bruise.

CEO-Atrides says:
::kicks over the three rifles, all Type V Pulse Sniper Rifles. He than drags out two black combat suits. Tossing them to the XO and the MO, he shakes his head.:: XO: Sir, we better take the ship back… You game?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%ALL:  I'm relieving the Captain of his duty.  ::Hits the CO again.::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: Badlands? I have the weird feeling again..

CSO_Gomes says:
#::turns to the Leviathan CO:: Leviathan CO: Can we follow it on your hip?

Host CO_David says:
%::glares at the FCO, whispers:: CNS: Give the Admiral the impression of real danger!! Hurry!

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Two armored Neo-Maquis enter the brig area, and move over to remove the CO from the brig. Aiming weapons on wide-fire at those in the brig.

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::looks at the CSO and CIV:: CSO/CIV: Sounds like some sort of trap to me...

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Leviathan_CO> ::Nods:: # CSO: Yes, we can.

CIV_Maor says:
#SO: a trap? what do you mean?

XO_Wall says:
CEO: ::catches rifle:: just hold on Mr. Atrides

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: sir?! ~~~ XO: sir.. I can’t contact the counselor anymore.. something’s wrong

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Starts to rush for the CO, but back off when the weapons appear.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#SO: But right now its our only clue on what happened

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  Good take your new traitor way.

CEO-Atrides says:
MO/XO: They must of been taken. We must regain control of the ship.

Host CO_David says:
%::begins to fake choke, giving the guard the impression that he needs his hands::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: I suggest we proceed with yellow alert..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Neo-Maquis #1> % ::Lowers the force-field:: <Neo-Maquis #2> % ::Moves in, and grabs the CO and drags him out::

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV/SO: Assist the Leviathan officers anyway you can

Host CO_David says:
%::winks at his crew::

CSO_Gomes says:
#::Whispers:: SO: And Hakkinen, don't loose any cats here

OPS_Corillo says:
%::growls at the Neo-Maquis::

CNS_Drift says:
%~~~MO: The CO is being taken to the Admiral I hope ~~~

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%Neo-Maquis:  Get rid of that trash.

SO_Hakkinen says:
#CSO/CIV: Indeed...sometimes changes need to be taken...  ::nods to the CIV:: that wouldn't be a luxury..

CIV_Maor says:
#FCO: ETA to arrival to the badlands?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<N-M #1> % ::Raises the force-field again::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Leviathan_FCO> # CIV: We should be entering the Badlands ::As the ship jumps to warp:: in about 5 minutes.

XO_Wall says:
CEO: how about a plan first, I prefer to regain the ship without further violence and risking one of our crew be killed

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV:I am not the captain  ::miles::

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: taken? Admiral?! ~~~  XO: sir.. the captain is being given to an admiral.. what’s going on sir?

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::smiles:: CSO: I won't Ma'am...I still have scars with those animals scratched me...

CSO_Gomes says:
#SO:I imagine you do..

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: It will look better if you ask ::stares at the CO::

Host CO_David says:
%::thinks in hopes that the CNS will pick it up, Try to give them the impression that I need my hands free::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<N-M #1 & #2> % ::Take the CO to the Admiral::

CTO_Timrok says:
%:: sits down in the corner uncomfortably::

CSO_Gomes says:
#::watches as the ship jumps to warp::

CNS_Drift says:
%Guards: Help him he is choking

CIV_Maor says:
#OPS: Will we have any sensors in the badlands?

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::walks up to behind the Leviathan_SO at science 2::

CSO_Gomes says:
#SO/CIV: Hopefully now we find out who attacked the station and who kidnapped the TO. Probably one and the same...

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The two guards and the CO disappear out of sight of the brig.

XO_Wall says:
MO: i am at just a loss a you

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: I hope so..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Leviathan_CO & XO> # ::Wonder why the CIV is acting like he is in command of the ship:: <Leviathan_OPS> # CIV: Just barely.

XO_Wall says:
CEO: the ship systems status just before you left engineering?

CEO-Atrides says:
XO: We should regain the ship first. Were at a danger, for those people are still here. Ship systems were locked down by the Captain’s code. I could do nothing but lock at my own systems, providing yet another obstacle.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The two guards and the CO arrive in a large room with a table in the center... dead Borg drones line the walls, slumped over. There is a chair that looks out of place and a desk there... the Admiral sits in the desk.

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: And we will find out just how barely pretty soon

MO_O`Questra says:
::finishes her shoulder and puts her uniform back on.. zipping up the front and growling:: XO: sir.. somehow Starfleet is involved again.. and I don't like it.. the CNS.. she feels hurt some how

CIV_Maor says:
#OPS: when we arrive I suggest you start scanning, if you can for the Elara..

Host CO_David says:
%::bites down on his cheek in hopes of drawing blood::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% CO: Welcome to my office... Captain Harison.

SO_Hakkinen says:
#CSO: Indeed....let we pray that will be true...

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Leviathan_XO> # ::Chimes in:: CIV/CSO: We will have to find and follow their trail  first... we don't know where they are in the Badlands.

Host CO_David says:
%::when he speaks the blood runs down his mouth:: Adm: Are the drones part of your decor?

CIV_Maor says:
#XO: Of course..

MO_O`Questra says:
::stands up and pulls her lab coat back around her.. looks around the room and begins to pace it::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Looks around and grins:: I like it.

CNS_Drift says:
%::Looks about wondering how we could destroy the forcefield::

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: what about flooding the decks with Nitrous Oxide?

XO_Wall says:
CEO: perhaps you don’t realize this situation is delicate, all the crew of the Elara is being held by gun-point, if we make a sudden non smart move, they might begin killing them all

CSO_Gomes says:
#::nods:: Leviathan_CO: Captain. I suggest you take every precaution as we get closer to the source of the trails. Whatever attacked the station was very strong

CIV_Maor says:
#::looks at the CO chair and starts walking to the ops console waiting for any thing::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Leviathan_CO> # CSO: Noted.

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: and then  a good strong sedative..

Host CO_David says:
%::coughs and scans the room, seeing the TO, sitting on the side:: Adm: And your son?

CEO-Atrides says:
XO: Sir, why don't we shut down the entire power of the ship ? They think their is no resistance left probably, having no idea of our weaponry. The MO has a good point.

CNS_Drift says:
%FCO: Can we use the comm badge to get out? If we tried to cause some sort of disruption in the forcefield?

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: Now tell me...what are these strange feelings you keep telling me you have?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Looks over at his son:: CO: He joined of his free will. He sees that we are right. We are no threat to the Federation, Captain. The Cardassians... yes.

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::keeping an eye on the Leviathan_SO's readings::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CNS:  I could try.

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: we have environmental suites here we can use to walk around the ship.. and we have weapons

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: I can't explain them.. the last time i had it was when.. well it's no thing..

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%:: Takes off his comm badge and pries it open.::

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: Admiral, regardless of what I think of you little quest, I want you to set my crew free.  Do so, without harming them, and my ship and myself are yours.

CEO-Atrides says:
MO/XO: The battle suits are remodels of the environmental ones. Helmets have full capabilities of supplying air for about three hours.

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: Have you thought about talking to the counselor about them?

CNS_Drift says:
%::Moves over to the FCO:: FCO: we still need a way out of these cuffs

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% CO: We already have your ship. We are testing your crew... all of them, to see if any of them are interested in joining us. Then we will let you leave. We have no interest in murdering you all.

MO_O`Questra says:
::eyes the CEO:: CEO: the emergency pressure suites have air filters and back up O2 for 12 hours!!

XO_Wall says:
CEO: yes very well, see what you can do about getting that ready, also any other systems such as transporters, if we can gain access to them maybe we could program them to beam the intruders somewhere on the ship and active a force field

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Looks at the force field optics and tries to remember his engineering classes at the Academy.::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: It's not that kind of feeling.. it's more like a image i get of some thing unclear..

Host CO_David says:
% Adm: And you must understand that Starfleet will not sit by and let you murder all of these people.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Looks up at the CNS.::  I know.  Hold on.

MO_O`Questra says:
::shrugs::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Rolls eyes:: CO: I just told you Captain... I have no interest in killing your crew.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::  Takes the open end of the comm badge and bends it into a sharp pick.::

XO_Wall says:
CEO: or off the ship, anyway we could regain control of the ships systems without them knowing?

OPS_Corillo says:
%::mustering all his strength he once again tries to break his cuffs::

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV:I still think you should talk to her about it...

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%:: Stands up and tries to pick the CNS's Cuffs with the pick.::

CEO-Atrides says:
XO/MO: Aye. The suits are remodels of the old ones. Yeah, I think if we access the main computer we could.

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::rubs his hands beside his uniform...trying to not look to nervous....::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Hercules manages to shatter his cuffs... however, getting a deep cut on his fore arm which immediately starts to bleed.

MO_O`Questra says:
::paces in front of the dead view screen and lets the CEO and XO talk.. running her hands over it's cold surface and thinking::

CSO_Gomes says:
#::goes over to Science one picking over the other CSO's shoulder, wondering how close they are to the origin of the trails::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: don't get me wrong, it all started after my.. I don't like to talk about it.. my assimilation.. I started feelings that I never did and after I was unassimilated it never stopped..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Leviathan_FCO> # ALL: Entering the Badlands.

CTO_Timrok says:
% ::stands up suddenly:: OPS_Corillo: nice one

XO_Wall says:
CEO: ok I want you to see if you can access the main computer first before we get choosy about which system

OPS_Corillo says:
%::rips his shirt and ties off the cut to stop the bleeding::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Continues to work on the CNS's cuffs.::  Self: Go @*@!&#!.

CNS_Drift says:
::Chuckles, thinking it is good to be telepathic, testing us hmmm, :: FCO: the Admiral is interested to know which of the crew will join him, he isn't wanting to kill us personally

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: And if you go ahead with this, Starfleet will intervene.  Do you wish to kill more Federation citizens?

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV:I bet being with the Borg again doesn't help....looks like we are getting nearer now...

CIV_Maor says:
#OPS: starts scanning, how much of the sensors do we have?

CEO-Atrides says:
::nods:: XO: One of my corridors could lead us there most likely, but it is probably taken over. May need backup.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% CO: Starfleet will try to intervene. We'll just have to avoid them for the time being.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::  Tries another approach and uses the other end of the pick.::

OPS_Corillo says:
%Self: Okay, now to get out of here.

CSO_Gomes says:
#Leviathan_CSO: Can you pinpoint the ships that originated the trails now?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The FCO succeeds [Those darn Kootenai people], and the CNS' cuffs slip off her wrists.

CTO_Timrok says:
% FCO_Talac_Zal: ok now get mine off!

Host CO_David says:
% Adm: Sooner or later Admiral, they will find you.  You can't win this.  If you let my crew go, they will tell of you little operation and Starfleet will overwhelm you in days.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Leviathan CSO> # CSO: No... the sensors are too disrupted now. I can find the Elara's trail however.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::  Smiles.::  Self:  all right a new talent.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::  Starts on the CTO's cuffs.::

CNS_Drift says:
FCO: thanks ::Smiles::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Smiles:: CO: Who says we'll be here in days?

XO_Wall says:
CEO: well then it will have to be the JT's then, find away around there, isn’t there a access panel you can access in one of the JT's?

CTO_Timrok says:
%::turns around so the FCO can pick the cuffs::

OPS_Corillo says:
%::inspects the force field for some weakness::

XO_Wall says:
CEO: to access the main computer?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: CTO's cuffs come off easily.

CEO-Atrides says:
::grins:: XO: There is an entire network of corridors few know about. Using them, I could get anywhere.

CSO_Gomes says:
#Leviathan_CO: It would seem that we found the Elara. I suggest we check on her condition

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
% CNS:  No problem.  CTO:  There you go.

CTO_Timrok says:
% ::rubs his wrists::

CSO_Gomes says:
#Leviathan_CO: if whoever attacked th station came here, the they could be in trouble

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
# <Leviathan_CO> CSO: You want me to follow the trail?

OPS_Corillo says:
%::examines the side of the force field:: CTO: There is a flaw here in the force field.

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::hears the CSO and looks at the Leviathan CO::

CNS_Drift says:
%::happy to have the use of her hands again, smiles::

Host CO_David says:
%::frowns:: Adm: Of course....But you can't seriously expect that you can walk into Cardassian space and murder billions?

CTO_Timrok says:
%OPS_Corillo: how so?

CSO_Gomes says:
#Leviathan_CO: Yes sir. sensors are too disrupted to find the other trails

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% CO: You'd be surprised. The Elara easily walked into Cardassian space. So can we. And our associates will help us.

CTO_Timrok says:
%::walks over beside Sal::

OPS_Corillo says:
%CTO: The field is fizzling here. See? ::points to the edge of the field.::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Leviathan_CO> # L_FCO: Follow that trail.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%:: Picks up the rest of his comm badge and gives it to OPS.  Here is the rest of my comm badge see if you can use it.

XO_Wall says:
CEO: well get do it, then once gain control try to send control back here to the Battle Bridge without panels or the stations on the bridge or anywhere being notified

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<L_FCO> # L_CO: Aye, sir. ::Sets course to follow the trail, avoiding the plasma tendrils::

CIV_Maor says:
#CO: Do you expect any thing.. hrm.. unique to happen?

CNS_Drift says:
%~~~MO: Sorry we were trying to get out of the cuffs, the CO is still all right I believe ~~~

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<L_CO> # CIV: Pardon?

OPS_Corillo says:
%FCO: Thanks. ::takes the commbadge and modifies the comm element to try to disrupt the field at its weak point::

CEO-Atrides says:
::nods:: XO: I suggest you guys get ready in case I fail and they come here. ::locks and loads his gun, gives a nod, and disappears into the darkness of his hidden corridors.::

XO_Wall says:
CEO: since we have the battle bridge secured for now this will be a central command point

CIV_Maor says:
#CO: never mind.. ::Stares at the viewscreen::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Tries to pick his own cuffs.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#::looks at the CIV:: CIV: Hopefully not

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: FCO's cuffs come off next.

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: Do you really wish to become just as bad as the Cardassians?  Murdering and killing simply because they are your enemies and should be eliminated.

CTO_Timrok says:
%::taps his comm badge:: *Admiral_Pazoski* we have a medical emergency in the brig!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%Self:  Its good to be semi free.

CIV_Maor says:
#CO: I don't know, but i suggest we raise the shields.. don't ask me why.. just trust me..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Sits there, and stares at the CO as the CTO's signal comes in::

MO_O`Questra says:
:leans on the far wall and watches with a shrug::

OPS_Corillo says:
%::increases the amplitude of the signal from the commbadge to further disrupt the field::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::To self, loud enough so that the CO can hear:: I wonder how HE managed to get to his comm-badge.

XO_Wall says:
CEO: just don’t get caught, keep in contact with me on open secure channel on the comm badge, me and MO will get the suits gathered

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%OPS:  How’s it coming?

CNS_Drift says:
%::chuckles, waiting to see how OPS gets on with the forcefield::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: That section of the force-field fizzles out, as does the comm-badge.

CSO_Gomes says:
#SO: Mr. Hakkinen, keep an eye on sensors, tell me if you find anything that they don't  ::is whispering::

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: And tell me, how do the Arkonnians factor in?

CTO_Timrok says:
OPS_Corillo: lie down & look like ur having a fit

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::looks at the viewscreen as the Leviathan follows the trail::

OPS_Corillo says:
%CTO: Sir?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Quirks his eyebrow:: CO: The Arkonnians? What do you mean?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The Leviathan begins to shudder.

OPS_Corillo says:
%CTO: I've got part of the field down. How are we going to explain that to the guards?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<L_CO> # L_CSO: Report!

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::looks at the CSO, whispering:: CSO: Off course Ma'am...right away...

CIV_Maor says:
#OPS: what is going on?

CSO_Gomes says:
#L_CO: Sir, I believe raising the shield would be a good idea

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<L_CSO> # ::Looks at her scans:: L_CO: There's a gravity well nearby.

OPS_Corillo says:
%FCO: I have part of the field disabled.

CTO_Timrok says:
OPS_Corillo: to lure the guards here - well tell them you head butted it again 

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: Don't play dumb Admiral.  I heard them speaking when I contacted you.  Now, what is the involvement of the Arkonnians?

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks up hearing her name called from daydreaming:: XO: sir..?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%Ops:  Can we fit through the opening?

CEO-Atrides says:
::he begins his journey, his helmet on as he hits a switch in his corridor. A simple one that can be easily be put back on, the lights in the rest of the ship go off.::

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::tries keep his balance and immediately gets beside the Leviathan SO, looking at his readings::

CSO_Gomes says:
#::grabs a console, so she won't fall:: L_CSO: What caused this well?

OPS_Corillo says:
%::walks out of the cell and looks back at the others:: ALL: Coming?

XO_Wall says:
::holds his shoulder again:: MO: can you take a look at this, I was thrown in to the TO station back on the bridge earlier

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Tries to get through the force field at the opening.::

CNS_Drift says:
%::Steps through the damaged part of the forcefield::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Steeples his hands:: CO: Captain... I thought you were interested in joining us... now you're questioning us. It seems that you and your crew lied once again.

CNS_Drift says:
%::looks around for guards outside::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%OPS:  Great work Corillo.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The lights in the rest of the Elara remain on since the computer core is still locked out.

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO/SO: Some thing is going on here..

MO_O`Questra says:
::nods and goes to the XO with her tricorder open.. scans:: XO: nothing more than a good bruise sir.. hold still ::gets a generator out of her kit and repairs the injury::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%All:  Now all we need it weapons.

CIV_Maor says:
#OPS: any luck with the Elara trail?

OPS_Corillo says:
%FCO: Thanks. I guess that what was meant by "Using your head." ::chuckles::

CNS_Drift says:
%OPS: Well done

Host CO_David says:
% ::smiles:: Adm:  If I am to become one of your....members, I want to know the purpose of the Arkonnians in this mission.

SO_Hakkinen says:
#CIV: I guessed that too....

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Snickers at OPS's comment.::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Growling, he continues seeing his plan did not work.  He moves very fast, only carrying a rifle in his hands and the rest of his small, light weapons on his belt and chest.::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The Leviathan begins to shudder more and more until the shuddering becomes slightly violent.

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: You got that right...::goes over to a science station to find out things on her own::


OPS_Corillo says:
%CNS: Thank you. ::smiles and bows with a flourish::

CIV_Maor says:
#FCO: What is happening?

CNS_Drift says:
%::giggles:: FCO: We need weapons and then the CO

CSO_Gomes says:
#::scan to find what is causing the shudder::

XO_Wall says:
MO: ::smiles: thanks, now lets go get those suits

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Suddenly the shaking abruptly ends as the Leviathan bursts out into the opening near Evermor.

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: all fixed sir ::shrugs and bends down to the floor putting her things away::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Looks around the room for a weapons locker.::

OPS_Corillo says:
%::turns and looks around the room for weapons::

CTO_Timrok says:
% ALL: we have to disable this ship

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<L_FCO> # ALL: We're out.

CIV_Maor says:
#::notices the Elara::

CIV_Maor says:
#OPS: Hail them.

Host CO_David says:
%::begins covertly struggling against his handcuffs::

MO_O`Questra says:
::stands back up.. dropping her coat to the floor and pulling her type Ii out of the pocket:: XO: very well sir.. lead the way

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Neo-Maquis #3> % ::Rushes in:: Admiral: Sir, a new ship just arrived, Akira Class, it's the Leviathan!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::slowly looks out into the corridor.::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<L_CO> # ::Stands up:: That looks like the Borg sphere right next to the Elara.

OPS_Corillo says:
%FCO: Nothing of use here, sir.

CEO-Atrides says:
::He reaches the area of the Main Computer very fast, having used slides along the way. Opening a hatch that is above the roof, he spots the villains. Smiling, about five smoke grenades drop from the ceiling. As they hit they ground, they explode into smoke that should cover the entire room.::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<Neo-Maquis in Computer Core> ::Look around in confusion as smoke covers the area::

Host CO_David says:
%Adm: Starfleet is already here.  Set me free, and I will talk to them.

CIV_Maor says:
#CO: Raise the ship shields..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Three Guards in the hallway outside the brig turn and see the prisoners have escaped.

CSO_Gomes says:
#::finally notices the sphere… starts scanning the sphere::

CNS_Drift says:
%::tries to sense the location of the ships crew::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<L_CO> # L_CTO: Red Alert.

CEO-Atrides says:
::Jumping from his ceiling, glider wings expand from his combat suit. Using awesome skill, he fires at the thirteen guards while in the air. His helmet allows him to see through the smoke.::

XO_Wall says:
::leads the way toward the other access panel, holding a tricorder with one hand as he craws scanning for possible intruders::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%All:  Lets get them quick.

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: What does the reading shows?

CSO_Gomes says:
#::whispers:: CIV: Please, stop telling the captain what to do!

OPS_Corillo says:
%::Jumps the nearest guard::

MO_O`Questra says:
::follows the XI bringing up the rear and a bit nervous about it all::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::runs for the first guard and uses his cuffs as a weapon.::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The CEO's untested suit fails, and the glider wings suddenly retract... he falls, and crashes into three Neo-Maquis.

CTO_Timrok says:
% ::grabs a guard & pushes his head into a panel::

XO_Wall says:
::hears phaser fire in the distance, becomes concerned::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The three Guards are disabled.

CIV_Maor says:
#::hears the CSO comment and walks away from the CO and heads to the OPS console and reads the reading from the sphere::

OPS_Corillo says:
%::takes the guards weapon::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Slamming into the three guards, his grenades blow up and more smoke fills the room. Rolling, he curses at the glider wings and begins firing at the rest of the guards.::

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::turns to the two security guards:: SG1,2: Guard the Turbo Lift entrances to the bridge..

CTO_Timrok says:
% ::helps himself to the guards weapon::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Grabs a weapon and drags the guard into the brig.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#All: It seems the sphere was repaired...

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%All: Change into there uniforms  quick.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Two guards in the Computer Core go down... while the others return fire, shredding parts of the CEO's suit.

CSO_Gomes says:
#All::...and the shields are up so we can't really know if there are drones a board...

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Stands:: Guards: Watch the Captain...

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
% ::Exits::

CNS_Drift says:
%All: we have to disable the ship picking of one or two guards won't help

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::changes into the guards uniform.::

OPS_Corillo says:
%::looks at the guard then himself then the CTO:: CTO: Sir?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The Borg sphere comes about, and moves toward the Leviathan.

CSO_Gomes says:
#::scans th Elara::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: can you get any life reading in the sphere?

CEO-Atrides says:
::His suit taking the blasts, he rolls to the side. Taking two EMP grenades, he throws them at two guards. They should latch on and give a nasty paralyzing shock. Now hiding behind a console, he takes more shots at the others.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV:I can't penetrate their shields

CNS_Drift says:
%::sighs and jumps a guard kicking him to the floor::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Once the uniform is on he grabs the gun.::

OPS_Corillo says:
%::changes into the guards uniform. The sleeves are too short and the pants too short. Both are way too tight::

CTO_Timrok says:
%:Ops: ok lets do it - get changed

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The EMP grenades go off... frying more than the guards... they also fry most of the computer core.

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: :;taps badge:: you all right!

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: they are coming.. i suggest we hail them..

MO_O`Questra says:
::collects a few environmental suites and hands one to the XO:: XO: sir.. I'm gonna flood the ship.. this isn't working

Host CO_David says:
%::watches the Admiral leave, then turns to face the guards, now struggling furiously at his restraints::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::  heads back out into the hallway.::

XO_Wall says:
MO: no wait, not now

CEO-Atrides says:
::growls as he fires some more.:: *XO*: Yeah, fighting right now… um… may of took out the computer core..

CSO_Gomes says:
#::shakes her head:: CIV: It’s not my ship

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<N-M 1 & 2> % ::Rush the CO who is struggling with his restraints::

XO_Wall says:
::takes suit::

OPS_Corillo says:
%FCO: Sir, what power setting should we use on these weapons?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The Borg sphere opens fire on the Leviathan.

OPS_Corillo says:
%::follows the FCO::

CNS_Drift says:
% ::complies with the FCO::

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: aye sir.. ::shrugs and sits down in the JT..::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<L_Crew> # ::Hold on and respond in kind::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::  Stun only for now.::

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: well check the core and let me know?

CSO_Gomes says:
#LCO: The Elara is damaged, however there are life forms aboard but the warp core is gone

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: A battle ensues between the Leviathan and the Borg Sphere.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%All:  Lets find the CO.

Host CO_David says:
%::kicks the first guard where the sun don't shine, then rams his shoulder into the other one, forcing him into the wall::

CIV_Maor says:
#CO: might I suggest that we focus our shooting to break there shields?

CTO_Timrok says:
%All: 4 ppl 3 uniforms

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The CO takes out both guards... kind of... uh, violently.

CSO_Gomes says:
L_CO:I would like to beam me and my people to th Elara

CEO-Atrides says:
::Takes some more shots at the other ones::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::starts down the hallway in search of the CO.::

XO_Wall says:
Computer: location of Captain Grant and any intruders near him?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The remaining guards in the upper portion of the computer core retreat.

Host CO_David says:
%::bends down and turns his back to search for keys on the downed guards::

OPS_Corillo says:
%::runs after the FCO::

CNS_Drift says:
%::Runs after the FCO and OPS:: FCO: we need to get the CO

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%:: Continues down the Corridor looking for the CO.::

OPS_Corillo says:
%CNS: Can you sense where he is?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CNS:  Yes I agree its our 1st priority.

CEO-Atrides says:
::Winning the battle, he uses the weapons of the fallen guards to bolt the doors closed. Kicking all the other guards so they should stay knocked out, he sets to work on the computer core.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV/SO/SG: We are beaming to the ship, since she might have been taken by hostile forces, I'll put us in the JTs near the bridge

CNS_Drift says:
%::Points down a corridor:: FCO: He is in this direction I think

CNS_Drift says:
%OPS: I sense him there

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Nods to the CNS.::  ALL:  Lets go.

OPS_Corillo says:
%::looks in the direction the CNS is pointing::

Host CO_David says:
%::finds the chip, the key for the cuff, and maneuvers it into position, opening his cuffs.  He Stands, grabs a rifle and the guards body armor and heads out of the room::

CEO-Atrides says:
*XO*: Looks like my grenades were a little too good. The EMP knocked the systems out

CIV_Maor says:
#CO: Can you drop shields for a second and beam us?

OPS_Corillo says:
%CNS: Good. ::follows the FCO::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Heads in the direction the CNS was pointing.::

SO_Hakkinen says:
#CSO: Aye Ma'am...

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::winks the security guards to come to him::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Grabbing a guard suit, he fits on a new suit and quickly combines it with his own.:

MO_O`Questra says:
::eyes the XO and taps foot::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The battle continues between the Leviathan and the Borg Sphere. The Peregine fighters approach from the other side of Evermor.

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV/SO/SG: Well, that would only work if we could lower the Leviathan shields...

CNS_Drift says:
%::senses that the CO is on the move, taps her comm badge:: *CO* we are on our way

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The FCO and his group arrive at the CO's location as he exits the room.

Host CO_David says:
%All: Well you made it, good.

OPS_Corillo says:
%CO: Sir! Are you okay?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Startled by the CO.::  CO:  Sir.

CTO_Timrok says:
% :: continues after the others with a weapon but without a uniform:

SO_Hakkinen says:
#CSO: Maybe we could get to the Elara by shuttle..?

CSO_Gomes says:
#SO: Same problem...shields

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: ::darn!:: ok what about our gas plan, anyway we could still release the gas, without the computer?

CNS_Drift says:
%CO: good to see you again

OPS_Corillo says:
%::grimaces as his uniform pants are WAY too tight::

CEO-Atrides says:
*XO*: We may be able to. It will take me awhile, but I could regain control of the ship and bring back the Main Computer.

CIV_Maor says:
#all: then let's just try to shut does the ships shields..

Host CO_David says:
%All: Just fine, Is everyone all right?

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: There is a banging on the computer core entrance... the Neo-Maquis are trying to get in.

OPS_Corillo says:
%CO: Yes sir.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  Yes sir.

CNS_Drift says:
%CO: Aye Sir

CTO_Timrok says:
%::nods::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Hearing the banging, the CEO sets two grenades in front of each. Then, running to the side, he prepares to flip a button that will cause them to explode.::

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: ok whatever it is go do it, no need to explain

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The Leviathan is holding it's own against the Borg Sphere for now... the Peregine Fighters hold back.

SO_Hakkinen says:
#CSO: Not entirely Ma'am, if we match the shuttle's shield frequency with the ship's one, then we should pass unharmed...

CEO-Atrides says:
*XO*: Aye… as soon as I take care of some intruders, I'll get it back online.

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The banging continues... but they don't get through the door yet.

Host CO_David says:
%All: Good, follow me.  ::takes off for the Sphere command center::

MO_O`Questra says:
::hears the explosion on the com channel and shrugs:: XO: you were saying sir?

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: What is happening? ~~~

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  We need to try and disable this sphere.

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: be careful!

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Follows the CO.::

CNS_Drift says:
%::Follows the CO::

CTO_Timrok says:
%:: follows the CO - weapon ready::

CEO-Atrides says:
*XO*: No problem… they will meet my grenades.

OPS_Corillo says:
%::follows the CO::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The CO and his team soon come across five, armored, armed Neo-Maquis who aren't thrilled to see them.

CSO_Gomes says:
#SO: It seems the best option we have

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: our dear CEO just fried the computer core and the XO and I are in the JT's trying not to get captured. again.. what’s going on over there? ~~~

Host CO_David says:
%::opens fire on the guards, shooting as fast as he can::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::changes his setting to Kill.::

XO_Wall says:
MO: lets turn back and return to the Battle Bridge

CTO_Timrok says:
%:: fires at the Maquis::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO/SO: let's head to the shuttle bay?

OPS_Corillo says:
%::opens fire on the guards. His muscles flexing with adrenaline ripping his shirt to shreds::

CSO_Gomes says:
#L_CO: Can we take one of your shuttles to the Elara?

CNS_Drift says:
%::opens Fire at one of the guards::

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Three of the five guards are taken out... the CTO is knocked out from resulting shots.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Opens fire on the guards and heads for cover.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: It nice to ask permission to the captain first...

MO_O`Questra says:
::shrugs shoulder and heads back to the battle bridge:: XO: aye sir..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The remaining two guards try to retreat but are taken out.

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: Trouble, we have guards to contend with ~~~

CTO_Timrok says:
%:: hits the deck with a THUD::

XO_Wall says:
MO: do you always shrug your shoulder?

Host CO_David says:
%All: Anyone hurt?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%:: rushes over to check on the CTO.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  The CTO was hit sir.

CTO_Timrok says:
%::is out of it::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: I didn't think he would mind.. any way we can't waste any time..

CEO-Atrides says:
::Watches the doors, waiting for the guards to come.::

MO_O`Questra says:
::exits the JT and looks at the XO as he exits:: XO: I was unaware that was against regulations sir

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%CO:  He's been knocked out sir.

Host CO_David says:
%::frowns:: CNS: Stay with the CTO.  The rest follow me.  ::takes off again::

CNS_Drift says:
%:: moves to the CTO:: CO: Aye Sir

OPS_Corillo says:
%::throws the CTO's body over his shoulder:: CO: Sir, we can take him with us.

XO_Wall says:
MO: :;chuckles:: no just wondering

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Gets up and follows the CO.::  CO:  Aye sir.

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: only when I'm very flustered sir..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The banging in the computer core stops.

XO_Wall says:
MO: relax, we will get through this

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: No, we are not leaving the Leviathan, we can't afford to ne at the mercy of the sphere

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the computer core's doors explode... and seven Neo-Maquis rush in.

OPS_Corillo says:
%::Carrying the CTO, follows the CO::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Continues to follow the CO.::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO, we have no choice.. they need our help.. fast..

CNS_Drift says:
%::Looks at OPS and smiles, then follows everyone down the corridor::

CEO-Atrides says:
::He hits his grenades. Huge explosions follow as the Neo Maquis should be blown to bits.::

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: we have to take the ship back.. the missing crew. the CNS said something about guards.. they must not be on the ship.. but I'm not sure where they are.. 

Host CO_David says:
%::rounds corridors and junctions towards the command center::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: I really suggest we do the SO idea..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION:  The seven Neo-Maquis are thrown around... as the bulkhead and the flooring is gone along with the explosion.

CSO_Gomes says:
#LCO:I would like to prepare a probe to take out of the badlands...we need backup

OPS_Corillo says:
%::Holds the CTO on his shoulder with one arm and the weapon in the other follows the CO::

XO_Wall says:
MO: were is the Counselor now?

CNS_Drift says:
%::Heads towards the command center:: ~~~MO: we are heading to the command center ~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: What if we do...How long would we survive under the fir of the sphere?

CTO_Timrok says:
%:: is out for the count on the OPS shoulder - doesn’t say anything because he's not conscious::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
%::Continues to follow.  Keeping the COs back.::

SO_Hakkinen says:
#::waits for any confirmation::

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: I'll try to find out.. oh.. heading for a command center sir..

CEO-Atrides says:
::Left alone in his own doing, the CEO watches as he has won another battle. He rises, his black mask taking a cowl like shape. The front of his shirt is ripped slightly, forming almost a bat… His black glider wings form almost a cape as he shoulders his gun and smiles.::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: I think about 3 minutes.. that should give us the time to enter the Elara..

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
ACTION: The CO and his team of officers, albeit battered, arrive at the command center... and find themselves only feet away from six armed, armored men... Admiral Pazoski standing behind them with his arms crossed and a grin. The battle is about to begin...

Host Admiral_Pazoski says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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